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NEW WILLIAMS® MODULAR INDUSTRIAL STORAGE ALLOWS USERS TO
CUSTOMIZE, ORGANIZE AND OPTIMIZE THEIR STORAGE NEEDS
Kenosha, Wis., May XX, 2017 – The Williams® Modular Industrial Storage program offers
users flexibility to customize their storage needs that best fit their space and job requirements.
Built with heavy-duty steel and incorporating the latest in safety and security features, Williams
Modular Industrial Storage are engineered specifically for demanding industrial applications.
To provide flexibility in configuring storage needs, users can choose from six cabinet heights (30”
desk height; 33-1/2” bench height; 37” bench height; 41-1/4” counter height seated; 45-1/4”
counter height standing; 59” eye level) and five different cabinet widths (23” narrow-wide; 291/4” standard-wide; 32-1/2” standard-wide plus; 46” extra-wide; 58-1/4” double-wide).
Williams Modular Industrial Storage cabinets’ heavy-duty features include:
•

Double roller tracks allow for full visibility of the entire drawer

•

Six steel ball bearings and four roller bearings provide smooth operation and support
loads up to 400 pounds

•

Fully MIG Welded and surface ground on all eight corners

•

Full height sidewalls provide maximum cubic storage capacity, while reducing item
spillover into adjacent compartments

•

Full width aluminum drawer pulls with safety overlap and 45° angle prevents injury by
eliminating sharp edges and softening pinch points

•

Stainless steel rivets securing the drawer fronts and drawer pulls provide 650 pounds of
shear strength per rivet for added durability

•

Optional hinged lock bar with padlock hasp for security

•

Optional lock in/lock out latch to secure individual drawers

•

Variety of drawer organizers to lay out each drawer to your exact needs

o

Drawer liners

o

Slotted partitions

o

Steel dividers

o

Grooved plastic trays

o

Plastic bins

To configure your storage solution, contact your Snap-on Industrial Brands representative, call
customer service at 800-446-7404, email industrialbrands@snapon.com, or visit
www.modularindustrialstorage.com.

About Snap-on Industrial
Snap-on Industrial is a division of Snap-on Incorporated, a leading global innovator,
manufacturer and marketer of tools, diagnostics, equipment, software and service solutions for
professional users. Products and services include hand and power tools, tool storage, diagnostics
software, information and management systems, shop equipment and other solutions for vehicle
dealerships and repair centers, as well as customers in industry, government, agriculture,
aviation and natural resources. Products and services are sold through the company’s
franchisee, company-direct, distribution and Web-based channels. Founded in 1920, Snap-on is a
$3.3 billion, S&P 500 Company headquartered in Kenosha, Wisconsin.
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